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Not knowing her past, Alya Woods, lives in a world of secrets. Once her mom goes
off on a business trip, she is sent to live with her Auntie Anne. With pranks and
revenge, she has to live with her two annoying cousins and another cousin, named
Owen who she can rely upon to talk to. As if her life couldn't get any better, she runs
into her childhood enemy, Jake Robinson. Stubborn, cocky, annoying, arrogant, and
the list goes on for him. Through fun and laughter, Alya's life takes a twist when she
gets kidnapped. With occurrences of threats and suspicions arising about the people
around her, Alya has no idea about what's going on. Her aunt becomes protective,
Owen gets secretive and enigmatic. And Jake... you'll see. Is everything that
surrounds her everyday a secret?
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